HIRE EQUIPMENT
Items & Seating Numbers
TABLES

1.8M TABLE

1.8M TABLE

A single 1.8 metre rectangular
table seats 6-8 guests.

Or you can join tables as shown above.
Two 1.8 metre rectangular tables seat 12-14 guests.

2.4M TABLE

2.4M TABLE

A single 2.4 metre rectangular
table seats 8-10 guests.

1.8M

1.8M TABLE

These tables are
also often used
for tea & coffee,
as a bar table, a
buffet table or a
present table.

2.4M TABLE

Or you can join tables as shown above.
Two 2.4 metre rectangular tables seat 16-18 guests.

Round tables take
up more room than
rectangular tables.
Each round table seats
10 guests comfortably.
Our round tables have
a 1.8m diameter.

CHAIRS

AMERICANA CHAIRS
We have 130 Americana chairs available
for hire (pictured right). The chairs are
suitable for the ceremony and/or reception.

LINEN

TABLECLOTHS + LINEN NAPKINS
Cloth sizes available to fit all of the tables
above. Cloths are deluxe white linen.

OTHER

BUBBLE MACHINE
GAS HEATERS
VINTAGE WEDDING SIGNS x3
Ceremony and reception sign only suitable
for weddings which use the homestead lawn
for their ceremony, as the arrows are fixed.
ICEBOX ESKY + DRINK DISPENSER
HIGH CHAIRS
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CAKE & WISHING WELL TABLES
We also have two small round
tables that are suitable for a
cake or wishing well.

HIRE EQUIPMENT
Pricing

Number
Available

Cost

1.8m Rectangle (760mm wide)

9

$8.00 each

2.4m Rectangle (760mm wide)

7

$10.00 each

1.8m Round

8

$14.00 each

Cake/Wishing Well Round

2

$6.00 each

130

$4.00 each

ITEM

TABLES

(690mm wide)

CHAIRS
Americana
LINEN (White)
Tablecloth to fit 1.8m Rectangle

$7.00 each

Tablecloth to fit 2.4m Rectangle

$7.00 each

Tablecloth to fit 1.8m Round

$12.00 each

Tablecloth to fit Small Round

$9.00 each

Napkins

90c each

OTHER
Heater: Triangular frame with flame
XL Esky/Icebox

1

$20.00

1 set

$10.00/sign

Baby High Chairs (White Plastic)

3

$10.00 each

Glass Drink Dispenser

1

$5.00

Vintage Wooden Signs

NOTES

$95.00 each

Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time on
(07) 5465 1788 or via email: k.b@branell.com.au if you
have any questions or if you would like some guidance.
You are not required to use our hire gear. If you are after a
different style of chair, there are a variety of different hire
companies in the area. However, we are cheaper and have
no delivery fee.

If you are able to borrow some chairs and tables from your
local community group or church, you are welcome to bring
them along in a trailer or a truck to save some money.
We have also had brides set up the entire Pavilion as an
antique kind of lounge room, with rugs and old fashioned
furniture that they have brought along from their houses.

We are very flexible, so please set the Pavilion up the way
you have always dreamed it would be for your wedding!
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Includes full gas bottle
700mm long x 400mm wide x 500mm deep
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